Spectator Seating

With a completely different take on how spectator seating is brought
to the market, Audise by Frem Group are delighted to present their
range of services.
Our objective is to always think differently to the competition.
When faced with a challenge we find ways to provide smart, simple
solutions that don’t cost the earth.
We have the capability to satisfy your precise requirements, with the
expertise and track record to deliver on time, every time.
Frem Group are Planet Mark approved which means we are
committed to continual improvement of our sustainability.
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Retractable Seating
Our retractable seating is stylish, practical and the perfect solution where multi use space is at a
premium.
Mounted on a telescopic frame work with automated control, a large scale tiered seating area can be
created in a matter of minutes.
From simple benches to fully upholstered chairs with arms, we offer a full range to suit your space
and budget.
Strength, safety and durability are important, we ensure that all our products conform to relevant BS
and EN standards to allow safe installation and usage.

Fold down chairs

Fold down benches

Space saving when stored

Retractable Seating

Bespoke design to suit
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Wide variety of fabric colours

Completely automated

Fully compliant to British Standards
Space saving
Durable
Cost effective solution
Automated operation
Example dimensioned overview
– every unit is designed specifically for the area that it will be used in.

Auditorium and lecture theatre

Cleverly designed, economical and outrageously comfortable, this is what we have in mind when we create an
auditorium chair.
Vital assets, such as durability, low whole life costs and beautiful looks are a given. Well thought out spaces,
that don’t specialise in a one size fits all policy, this is where we really come to life. Our auditorium and lecture
theatre seating ranges form the basis of our offering, but its only the start, we like to add, enhance and
customise.
Today technology has become an integral part of education, with this in mind we can offer a range of
integrated power and charging units with our seating.
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Fully compliant to British Standards
Durable
Bespoke layouts to suit
Ergonomic writing ledges
Modesty panels

Fixed seating and tiering

Designed to suit
No compromises need to be made with our fixed tier structures.
We tailor the system to your specific design. With variable riser
heights, tread depths and step widths there are no limits.
All structures meet current British standards for manufacture and
come with relevant certifications. Using high grade steel and FSC
sourced timber we ensure the materials used are the finest
available.

Complete solution
Our fixed tiering and fixed seating work in
perfect harmony with each other. Available as a
complete turn key package we provide carpet,
side rails, cut holes for ventilation. We can even
fit integral power units which come with usb
fast charging outlets.

Huge range of highly durable fabrics and colours are available enabling you to create a completely custom product.

Get in touch to arrange a free design consultation. We can
arrange for one of our specialists to visit the school, take
measurements and discuss your requirements in detail.
We even bring them to life using photo realistic 3D drawings.
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